
 

ENG   ( i)  Write the names of five nouns that you have seen around you. (To be done in Eng. notebook) 

           (ii) Read any book of your choice. Then the summary of the story has to be told in   the class.                                             

          (iii)  Write the following sentences in a sequence in the form of a paragraph. Remember to start with a           

                  capital letter and end with a full stop.  (To be done in Eng. notebook) 

     Now it is my turn to move to the classroom. 

     Finally, Mummy will be there after school to take me home. 

     It is my first day at school. 

     Mummy is holding my hand and walking with me.    

     Inside the classroom there are many children of my age shouting, laughing, talking, playing and moving around. 

MATH   (i) Write the place value of the underlined numbers. (to be done in math notebook) 

             ( a ) 4 6 7           (b) 2 1 3          ( c)  3 0 5     ( d) 1 4 5      (e) 5 2  

              (ii)  Draw the five 2 D shapes and colour accordingly.  (to be done in math notebook) 

             (a)Square – Blue     (b) Triangle- Red    (c) Rectangle-Orange    (d) Circle- Green     (e) Oval- Pink 

EVS        (i) Draw/Paste pictures of five different rooms of your house. (To be done in EVS notebook) 

               (ii)  Visit the state zoo and write the names of a few animals seen there. (To be done in EVS notebook) 

              (iii) EVS- COURSE BOOK- PAGE-43 (ACTIVITY) 

HINDI    (i) Revise the syllabus of Hindi Assessment-1 

               (ii) Sulekh Book- Complete till Page-11. 
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